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Learning Objectives





Understand how to manage large data sets within the Navisworks Environment
See how an automated mode-processing workflow can be achieved
Learn about generation of data reporting from the federated model
Demonstration of a model-based review system and benefit to project

Description
This class will cover some real-world examples of generating and maintaining very large
Navisworks software data sets and associated data. This model will cover linear
infrastructure and buildings. We will combine several formats from various CAD and Building
Information Modeling (BIM)-related software—namely Navisworks .NWC (from Revit
software), Industry Foundation Classes (IFC) from the urban and civil packages, and 3D
DWG™ technology from the AutoCAD software-based platforms—into a “Federated” model.
Then, we will utilize the iConstruct add-on for Navisworks software to reconstruct the data to
obtain clean report generation from the contained data and automate the processes using
iConstruct BIMFlow technology. In addition, we will explore the use of the iConstruct
ReviewTrack system to perform design-based coordination reviews in a way that can clearly
capture design issues, right through to resolve and issue closeout. This session features
Navisworks Manage and Revit.

Your AU Expert
Paul has been 3D modelling for over 27 years using various software platforms and has
been a guest speaker at Autodesk University (2008) and several local BIM related
conferences such as the Revit Technology Conferences. He has had a whitepaper published
on Bridge Information Modelling and produced many high-quality project information models
and federated models suitable for quantification and data extraction.
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Introduction
This class will step through the workflow and processes utilised to manage and maintain
information models inside Navisworks Manage, utilising some of the iConstruct add on tool set.
Using these techniques, I have been able to generate single point of truth data models
(Federated Models) and report the data directly from the Federated models.
The federated models, some very large (over 200 models and over 20km in distance) can be
utilised without performance issues.
Some workaround of existing software issues are included in this workflow, that allow these
larger file sets to be created and maintained.
Credit to modelling teams I have worked with in the generation of these models. There is always
some adaptation of how the authoring packages are utilised to make a successful federated
model. Without an adaptive modelling team willing to try new methods these models would not
be possible.

Model Importation
File Formats
It is important to define what file formats will be utilised up front. What sort of data they
will contain, and what fields the data will be contained in.
Ideal formats are:
From Revit:


.NWC (Navisworks File Cache) These are lightweight in file size and are the most
ideal for Navisworks. Preferred where possible.



.IFC (Industry Foundation Classes) These are heavier in nature and can require
longer processing times, but can be generated from more tools and are referred to
as open BIM (Vendor Neutral format). However, more care is normally needed to
ensure the data is exporting as needed (Data Fields and Object class mapping).

Current Revit modelling limitations
Materials linked to parameters can be problematic.
Multiple Materials can only report one element volume. Be aware!
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From other Design Packages:


.dwg (AutioCAD drawing files) - Native Autocad files do not contain data beyond
layers and colour information. Autocad verticals (Plant 3D, Civil 3D etc) do contain
data, but require object enablers to be installed for Navisworks to access the data.



.dgn (Microstation drawing files) - Normally require some work in terms of
coordinate system remapping to work inside Navisworks with other formats.



.step/.iges 3D solids normally from a mechanical/product based modeller such as
inventor or solidworks. Normally require coordinate system remapping, can get
very large, usually best to perform a conversion of these formats to one of the
more ideal formats such as IFC.

Process all formats and unify the data
All the above formats could be imported into Navisworks natively and used, however it is
more useful to process all the files into the .nwd format. This can then be maintained via
a spreadsheet and automatically processed (ideally overnight) utilising the iConstruct
BIMflow scripting tool. BIMflow can read many data sources, including excel. Below is an
example spreadsheet used to list the models to be processed and where they need to
be stored.

Fig. 1 - Example Spreadsheet
There are a few reasons to process to .nwd
o

.nwd are quicker to open as they are pre-processed.

o

Model overriding can be done in the .nwd (Navisworks can have issues with lots
of overrides inside a .nwf and eventually on large models can lead to slow
loading times of the combined model). The 47% loading bug.
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Inconsistent data hosting can be addressed (Where the data lives in the Navisworks
Selection Tree) using the iConstruct Reconstruct feature. Below is an example of the
Navisworks selection tree and where the Revit data lives within the tree. Revit stores its
data in the nwc format in different levels of the selection tree depending on what
component type it is. System families, in place families and user created families all
store data in a slightly different part of the tree, making data reporting hard without some
form of processing.

Fig 2 – Before Reconstruction

Fig 3 -After Reconstruction
Now the data we need is all at the same level in the selection tree it can be remapped to
a user data tab using the iConstruct Integrator feature.
Each .nwd file can then be committed to the iConstruct ReviewTrack system for revision
tracking and review comments to be attached.
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Data Mapping and Cleaning
Once you have a reconstructed nwd, the data can then be ordered onto a user data tab for
more reliable use later.

Fig 4 – Example remapped data
For this purpose, iConstruct contains a tool called integrator. This tool performs a key function to
make data consistent by allowing data from one field to be remapped to another field and
placed into a single user data tab. This then allows all forms of data reporting to be generated
from this clean and remapped data. This step of the process allows the federated model to
utilise models from many different project stakeholders, file formats and software’s. Ideally on a
project there would be a single BIM execution plan and all data requirements would be listed up
front, however in real life, this may not always happen and individual firms have their own BIM
standards and modelling practices. What integrator allows is for all parties to model data as they
are used to (providing its consistent) then the overall model manager can easily remap the data
into a set of common fields for the federated model and associated reporting to utilise.

Auditing the remapped data.
Personally, at this stage I process into 2 sets of nwd files. One for use in the federated
model, one for auditing of the data in the single nwd files. It is important these models
are automatically generated from the same source file.
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Fig 5 - iConstruct Audit functions.
Using the Audit tool in iConstruct it is possible to automatically generate views and
colour models based on specified data criteria. This allows for quick visual auditing of
the data set.
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Some basic Audit examples

Fig 6 - Revit Categories Audit

Fig 7 - Material Mapping and usage Audit
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Clash Detection and Reporting
Using Navisworks Manage clash detective, set up and detect clashes in the usual way and run
them. Once you have a set of clashes they can then be loaded into the iConstruct Clash
Manager for processing.
Utilising iConstruct Clash Manager to remove duplicate clashes and group by proximity,
automatically reduces the number of clashes into a more meaningful set. In this example it has
halved the amount of actual clashes by removing the duplicates.

Fig 8 – iConstruct Clash Manager
The views can then be grouped and sent back to the Clash detective as well as exported as
Navisworks views to be imported into the ReviewTrack system for better commenting and
tracking tools.

Fig 9 – Saved Clash Viewpoints
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Saving the clash views in this way, means those with only Navisworks Simulate can also assess
the clashes.
The clash manager groups can then produce more detailed clash report using iConstructs clash
reporting tools from the remapped data.

Fig 10 – Example Clash Report
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Model Based Review
ReviewTrack is a part of iConstruct for committing on models and associated viewpoints as well
as track model versioning. It stores its information to a SQL database, meaning that once the
comments are made, they can be viewed and edited outside of Navisworks.

Initial configuration of Review Track
Some planning is required in terms of storage locations and model naming, as
ReviewTrack will automatically handle project naming and model revisioning within the
database.
Commit a model to the ReviewTrack database.
Each project can then be assigned comment data fields to break up the comments into
something more relevant to project. Such as work break down structures and comment
assignees.

Fig 11 – ReviewTrack Project Setup
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Performing a review
Using the ReviewTrack snapshot tool, capture a snapshot from the model view.
ReviewTrack will ask which model you are commenting on. You can simply pick an
object.

Fig 12 – Attach comment to Model
The tag editor will appear, allowing you to redline the snapshot committed to the
ReviewTrack database.
Note ReviewTrack automatically makes V1 of the snapshot and dates it. From here on in
each time the model is updated. ReviewTrack will ask if you want to update the
viewpoints stored on the database. This allows stepping back in time and seeing the
model updates, while not bloating the Navisworks models with history data.
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Fig 13 – ReviewTrack Tag Editor
Fill in the data fields we made during the configuration process, which allow us to sort
and group our comment reports.
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Setting up a comments report
We can then use these defined fields in the report designer to generate a set of
comment reports.

Fig 14 – Report Designer
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Issue reports, reporting cycle
Reports can be generated by filtering the data fields in the data browser part of the tool
suite.

Fig 15 – iConstruct Data Browser
Some examples:




Reports by assigned too user
Reports by Discipline
Reports by project zone

Broken down issue reports can be issued prior to coordination meetings to concentrate
the focus of the meetings. Reports would be issued to match the model build cycles. Biweekly, weekly or monthly depending on the model publishing cycle.

Comment closeout
A project manager can close out comments without necessarily opening the Navisworks
model. This means responsible parties can simply view the reports, if the image shows
the work has been completed the status of the comment can be updated in the data
browser. The next time the reports are run the new status (ideally completed) will be
indicated. Completed status can be dropped from the main reports.
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Data Extraction
Utilising the iConstruct export data function, data reports can be designed and the data can be
extracted directly from the Navisworks model without the need to send the data to an external
database (although the cleaned data can also be sent to one if required for things like live
project dashboards and other downstream tools).
These reports should be built from the data fields from the cleaned user data tab generated by
the Integrator tool, so we are reporting consistent data from all file formats.

Fig 16 - Example Data Report
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Automation
BIMflow is part of the iConstruct tool suite. It allows complex operations to be automated and
scripted. It has an intuitive visual programming interface and with a little scripting knowledge can
be an amazing timesaver for model processing, allowing many operations to happen overnight
unattended.
Once you have many of the iConstruct tools configured, BIMflow can string them altogether
allowing for much more complex processing of data than is normally possible with Navisworks
alone.

Fig 17 – The BIMflow interface
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